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Ceiling Type
Slim yet functional design

Distribute refreshing airflow where needed with a 
compact, flexible design 

Samsung’s Ceiling Type indoor unit has 2-way installation options 

for the ceiling and floor, enabling more efficient use of available 

space. Users can enjoy crisp, powerful air throughout their entire 

space from the compact unit in the ceiling or floor.

Small package, big performance

The Samsung Ceiling Type air conditioner boasts a slim, compact 

design—half the size of conventional products—with cooling power 

comparable to larger units.

Choice of installation options

Depending on the available space and the purpose of the air 

conditioner, the indoor unit can be installed behind the ceiling the 

ceiling or on the floor.
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Ceiling Type  
Powerful cooling with a long distance wind

Combine simple neat and innovated technologies to 
experience superior performance and easy operation 

Samsung has been rewriting product descriptions beyond the 

industry standards. As one of such company's product, Samsung 

Ceiling focused on sending "sufficient" amount of conditioned air 

to "distant" places to cover huge area. For convenient installations 

and maintenances, the Ceiling concentrated service direction on 

one side. Do not get stressed with air conditioning. Just leave it to 

Samsung Ceiling.

Simple display

The simple display design with its rounded corners adds a neat and 

tidy feeling to your interior

- Ice Blue : Operating
- Yellow Green : Schedule
- Red : Error
- Orange : Filter Alarm
    Time Limit + Operating Pattern

Fast cooling, 15m air flow

When users need air conditioning, they really need it quickly. While 

the ceiling applied latest flow-efficient blowers to increase amount 

of air it discharges, it also mounted single BLDC motor to reduce 

noises and possibilities of abrupt changes of modes. With increased 

size of inlet area and fluid dynamically designed inner passages, 

customers can experience incomparable cooling power.

Also, with the advanced blade, which can move from 4o to 45o, 

Samsung ceiling type can refreshingly cool air that reaches every 

corner of the room with no blind spots. 

Comfortable airflow control

The purpose of air conditioners is to provide a pleasant indoor 

environment for users. To better serve this purpose, Samsung 4Way 

Cassette S provides a Comfort Airflow Control function that prevents 

cold drafts. When the room temperature reaches 23°C during 

cooling mode, the indoor unit reduces the amount of discharging 

air. By doing so, people in the room avoid the discomfort of direct 

contact with cold airflow. 


